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What is SHADOWS?

SHADOWS is a new off-axis experiment in the ECN3/TCC8 experimental cavern
to search for feebly-interacting particles (FIPs)  

emerging from charm and beauty decays.
SHADOWS can take data concurrently with NA62

when NA62 is operated in beam-dump mode.

A synergistic and broad FIPs physics program can be performed with NA62.
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ECN3/TCC8
P42/K12: 400 GeV p beam
up to 3x1018 pot/year (now)
→ NA62 (NA62-dump)

up to a few 1019 pot/year
NA62x4, KLEVER , 

→ SHADOWS in ECN3

EHN1:
H4: 100 GeV e- beam
up to 5x1012 eot/year
→ NA64++ (e), NA64++(hadrons)

EHN2:
M2: 100-160 GeV, mu beam
up to 1013 "/year
→ NA64++ (mu)/COMPASS/MUonE

Where to install SHADOWS?

SHiP @ BDF 
(medium/long term)
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ü Because ECN3/TCC8 has the best 400 GeV primary extracted proton beam line at CERN 
(and worldwide) and a plethora of hidden sector particles can emerge from interactions  
of a high-energy proton beam with a dump

- NA62 nominal intensity is 3x1012 ppp with 3.3s pulse duration: ~ 1012 pot/sec, up to 3x1018 pot/year

ü NA62 beam intensity proposed to be increased by a factor:
x 4 ( for the high-intensity K+ beam, NA62x4 project) à up to 1019 pot/year
x 6-7 ( for high intensity KL beam , KLEVER project) à up to a few 1019 pot/year

ü Which implies a new target/TAXes (dump)/RP studies:
- SHADOWS makes the physics case for the consolidation of the NA62 beam and experimental area 

even stronger.

Why in ECN3 area ?
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NA62 in the ECN3 Hall 

Blue wall

Beam 

~ 150 m
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On the other side of the NA62 blue wall – in the target area
SHADOWS in ECN3/TTC8
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These two shielding walls 
can be removedBlue wall

(the other side)

free space



Blue wall can be partly dismantled to allow crane operation
for SHADOWS installation

SHADOWS in ECN3/TTC8
On the other side of the NA62 blue wall – in the target area



Blue wall 
K12 beam

SHADOWS in ECN3/TTC8
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Blue wall

free space



Blue wall
K12 beam

SHADOWS in ECN3/TTC8
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SHADOWS in the target area



Preliminary Conceptual Layout 
A spectrometer of about 2.5x 2.5 m2 transverse area
starting at ~1-1.5 m off-axis from beam line
20 m long decay volume, 
starting ~10 m downstream of the NA62-dump (TAXes) 

SHADOWS in ECN3/TTC8
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K12 beam

SHADOWS can operate when NA62/NA62x4/KLEVER run in dump-mode

400 GeV protons

T10 target is moved to empty
target head and the 400 GeV 
primary proton beam is sent
onto the dump The NA62 dump system 

K12 beam

~ 3.2 m , Cu-Fe based



Why “off-axis” works

11FIPs emerging from charm and beauty decays (HNLs, dark scalars, ALPs, etc..)
are produced with a large polar angle

HNL illumination at the SHADOWS plane

SHADOWS 
acceptance



SHADOWS physics sensitivity
for some PBC benchmarks



Sensitivity to feebly-interacting Dark Scalars
(SHADOWS at 1019 and 4x1019 pot ) 

With O(1019) pot  (1 year of data taking  with NA62x4)
SHADOWS sensitivity is similar to FASER2 (3ab-1) and CODEX-b (300 fb-1)

below the B mass 13



With O(1019) pot SHADOWS sensitivity is similar to FASER2 (3 ab-1) and CODEX-b (300 fb-1)
and for this specific benchmark to SHiP (2x1020 pot)
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Sensitivity to feebly-interacting ALPs with fermion coupling
(SHADOWS at 1019 and 4x1019 pot ) 
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Sensitivity to Heavy Neutral Leptons – coupling to the first lepton generation
(SHADOWS at 1019 and 4x1019 pot ) 

SHADOWS with O(1019) pot is competitive with CODEX-b (300 fb-1) ad FASER2 (3 ab-1)
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Sensitivity to Heavy Neutral Leptons – coupling to the second lepton generation
(SHADOWS at 1019 and 4x1019 pot ) 

SHADOWS with O(1019) pot is competitive with CODEX-b (300 fb-1) ad FASER2 (3 ab-1)
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SHADOWS with O(1019 ) pot  is three orders of magnitude better than Belle II, 
better than FASER2 (3 ab-1)  and CODEX-b (300 fb-1) 29

Sensitivity to HNL – coupling to the third lepton generation
(SHADOWS at 1019 and 4x1019 pot ) 
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Where SHADOWS is not sensitive:
FIPs produced very forward  (eg: ALPs produced by Primakoff)
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SHADOWS is fully  complementary to NA62-dump that is mostly sensitive to very forward objects.
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The beam-induced background: 
the name of the game



Blue wall
K12 beam

400 GeV protons

The NA62 (Cu-Fe based) 
dump system 

Two big dipole magnets  (BEND1)
at the TAXes exit, B = 1.7 T each

The beam-induced background: 

Background by far dominated by muons
(neutrinos not a problem for an off-axis
detector)19



dangerous component
for shadows

But it is made of low-p (< 15 GeV) muons 
that can be swept away using a magnetized iron block.

Muon illumination after the second dipole
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Blue wall

SHADOWS muon sweeping system:
A magnetized iron block as part of the TAX shielding structure
(currently studied in BE-EA group)
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Blue wall

SHADOWS muon sweeping system:
A magnetized iron block as part of the TAX shielding structure
(currently studied in BE-EA group)

An example exists in M2 21



Background illumination at the SHADOWS spectrometer
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Ø All background components found negligible but the muon one.
Ø The muon background is reduced by already an order of magnitude in a first attempt 
by the magnetized iron block

Background illumination at the SHADOWS spectrometer

muon backgroundnon-muon background
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μ-μ+



Background illumination at the SHADOWS spectrometer

positive muons negative muons
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Ø All background components found negligible but the muon one.
Ø The muon background is reduced by already an order of magnitude in a first attempt 
by the magnetized iron block:
- dominated (90%) by muon- (backscattered from the external part of the scraper): 
can be further reduced by optimizing the scraper shape/dimensions.

An excellent starting point



Thermal load on dump-collimator

Dose rate simulation in ECN3

New target, new dump and dose rate studies 
ongoing for NA62x4/KLEVER.

SHADOWS inherits these studies/upgrades.

New TAXes (dump)/RP studies in ECN3 as part of the NA-CONS programme
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The detector



Important message: SHADOWS can be built with existing technologies.
No R&D is needed, more than one option per detector is already available on the market.
Preliminary contacts with new groups ongoing. 

SHADOWS:  A standard spectrometer
(we do not reinvent the wheel…)
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Timing detector



Dipole magnet and Tracker : design driven by resolution on decay vertex
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SHADOWS:  A standard spectrometer
(we do not reinvent the wheel…)



SHADOWS:  A standard spectrometer

[same pattern staggered 
on the other side of the wall]

1 module =  32 tiles

1 station = 8 modules

1 tile = 15x15 cm2,
Direct SiPM readout at the corners

One analog output per tile

Muon system: 4 stations with 100 ps time resolution

4-tile prototype built in INFN Bologna/LNF.
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SHADOWS: Tentative Schedule
today Proposal NA-cons.

EoI to 
SPSC/PBC

SHADOWs TDRs 
& construction SHADOWs Data Taking

(up to 1019 pot)

SHADOWs Data Taking 
(up to 1019 pot)

SHADOWs Data Taking 
(up to 4x1019 pot)
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Conclusions & Next steps
ü SHADOWS is an off-axis experiment for FIPs physics that can be built in the ECN3 hall 
and take data concurrently to NA62/NA62x4/KLEVER when operated in beam-dump mode:
⇨ SHADOWS can be built now.
⇨ Continue to study that there is no impact on NA62 operation (both in K/dump mode).

ü SHADOWS  (1019 pot) has similar sensitivity as CODEX-b (300 fb-1) and FASER2 (3 ab-1) 
and for specific benchmarks as SHiP (2x1020 pot) for FIPs from charm/beauty: 
⇨ It is a perfect intermediate step between NA62-dump and SHiP for FIPs from charm & beauty decays.
⇨ It naturally complements kaon experiments in dump-mode that are mostly sensitive to very forward objects

(ALPs from Primakoff, Dark Photons from light resonances, etc.)

ü ECN3 can become a “hot spot” for FIPs physics in this decade
⇨A timely NA consolidation programme is paramount to ensure stable and reliable operation.
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ü SHADOWS Next steps:
⇨ Preparation of an EoI to be submitted to the SPSC.
⇨ Continue to study backgrounds, feasibility, & installation in ECN3:

- in collaboration with the NA62 collaboration and BE-EA & PBC conventional beam WG
⇨ Detector design, subdetectors options (more than an option per subdetector on the market);
⇨ Building up the Collaboration.



One beam, two experiments…..:

Thanks for your attention!

… NA62 (NA62x4/KLEVER) and its “SHADOWS”.

(to follow up updates on this programme, freely subscribe to shadows-news@cern.ch

mailto:shadows-news@cern.ch

